Graduate seminars are the sites where faculty and graduate students get acquainted with each other and where the latter have an opportunity to distinguish themselves in the eyes of the former. As such, collaborative discussion can take the back seat to a competitive effort to craft the best argument, the strongest critique, or the more sophisticated theoretical point. These dynamics operate alongside other patterns of interaction organized around race and gender. Research has shown that men are more likely to speak at meetings and to overstate their expertise, while women and international students may be less likely to do so, or their ideas may be dismissed (even when being substantially similar to those voiced by male peers).

As a consequence, seminar interactions can easily be dominated by a few students who are great at rapid fire critique of scholarly pieces (and their peers’ opinions of them) and become environments that produce stress and anxiety for students who are more comfortable with cooperative modes of thinking or realistically afraid of backlash. These dynamics prevent students from thinking creatively and taking risks, and undersell the cooperative, gradual, and error-prone character of scholarly research.

Fortunately, there are a set of best practices that faculty can implement to counter these dynamics, including:

- **Discuss these dynamics explicitly** on the first session, ask students to reflect on their own experiences (they will have a lot to say!) and let them suggest rules of engagement. It may be useful to assign a reading to elicit discussion, like Toril Moi’s “Discussion or Aggression? Arrogance and Despair in Graduate School.”
- **Encourage students to be self-aware of their own practices** (are they speaking too much? Too little?) and self-correct.
- **Encourage students to follow up on each other’s comments** (i.e., not just the faculty member’s)
- **Avoid engaging in long back and forth exchanges with one student**. Consider opening the question to the other students before responding, or connecting that student’s question to an earlier remark by someone else.
- **Shape the conversation**: Be attentive to students’ interventions and remind them of previous or misattributed remarks, and encourage others to do likewise.
- **Make clear that active listening** (including nodding, asking for clarification, following up on a comment, or requesting the group to engage a point that someone made but was ignored) is an important part of participation.
- **Consider distributing 2-5 discussion questions** that will guide the session in advance. This would allow students who do not think fast on their feet or who are intimidated to prepare in advance for the discussion.
- **Consider starting the second half of the seminar (if you give a break) by inviting those who haven’t contributed to speak first.**
- **Set clear expectations**. Using these or other guidelines for inclusivity, be sure to make the expectations clear from the start. This will make it easier for students to remind each other of the rules and will allow you to intervene to shape the conversation in more inclusive directions in organic ways.
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